
 

MEDIA ALERT 

amaysim awarded for Outstanding Value in Sim-only 
Prepaid Mobile Plans by Canstar Blue at Telco Awards 
Blowing away the competition with incredible value, greater flexibility, 

contract-free plans, and big customer love. 

 

12th April 2021 

amaysim, Australia’s fourth largest telco with over 1.2M happy customers, has taken home Canstar 
Blue’s Outstanding Value Award in the Sim-only Prepaid Mobile Plans category, thanks to its selection 
of affordable and flexible contract-free plans. 

Beating out dozens of plans in the SIM-only prepaid field, amaysim continues to shine, offering their 
much-loved customers a range of plans with low prices, generous data inclusions, and reliable 
coverage via the Optus 4G Plus network.  

amaysim’s Chief Commercial Officer, Isaac Ward, believes it’s the company’s signature big love for 
their customers that has driven them to the successful win. 

“For over a decade our customers have been at the heart of everything that we do at amaysim. We’re 
proud to offer large data allowance, more value and more of what our customers want and need. It’s 
how we’ve remained the country’s least complained about telco, and it's how we’ve earned Canstar 
Blue’s award for Outstanding Value,” said Ward. 

“We’d love to offer a massive thank you to Canstar Blue and an even bigger thank you to our amazing 
customers!” 

amaysim is known for showering customers with big love throughout the year, and while new 
customers are always offered incredible value plans, loyal customers are also rewarded with even 
better value as well as plenty of surprise and delight moments.  

One thing’s for sure, with this new accolade being added to the trophy room, amaysim customers 
have a lot more loving coming their way!   

For further information, visit amaysim.com.au 
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About amaysim 
At amaysim, 10 years of being the least complained about telco comes with certain responsibilities. With 
award-winning customer service, amaysim goes above and beyond to show ‘Crazy Customer Love’ by 
providing great value, frictionless connection and what you need most: no lock-in contracts, more data for 
your buck, access to the Optus 4G Plus network and surprising bonuses. In other words, the amaysim SIM is a 
little love machine, powered by customer love.  

We’re the fourth largest mobile service provider, servicing over 1.2 million subscribers. We exist to 
courageously champion our customers, giving them amazingly simple connectivity, smart tools, DIY account 
management, and transparent products with a whole lotta heart. For more info about amaysim 
visit amaysim.com.au. 


